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Abstract 
The project concerns prosodic aspects of public speech. A specific goal is to characterize 
skilled speakers. To that end, acoustic analyses will be combined with subjective ratings of 
speaker characteristics. The project has a bearing on how speech, and prosody in particular, 
can be adjusted to the communicative situation, especially by speakers in possession of a rich 
expressive repertoire.  

1 Introduction 
This paper presents a new project, the purpose of which is to identify prosodic features which 
characterize public speech, both read and spontaneous. The purpose is moreover to reveal how 
skilled public speakers use prosody to catch and keep the attention of their listeners, whether 
it be to inform or argue with them. Combined with acoustic analyses of prosody, subjective 
ratings of speakers will contribute to our knowledge of what characterizes a “good” or 
“skilled” speaker. Thus, the project, though basically in the area of phonetics, has an 
interdisciplinary character as it also addresses rhetoric issues. 

The idea of approaching public speech has grown out of previous work in the field of 
prosody including the recently completed project “Boundaries and groupings – the structuring 
of speech in different communicative situations”, see Carlson et al. (2002) as well as studies 
dealing specifically with the prosody of public speech, see below. Additional motivation for 
the new project is the growing interest today in public speech, and rhetoric in particular.  

The project should also be seen in the perspective of the significance given to the areas of 
speaking style variation and expressive speech during the last decades. This research is 
theoretically important, as it increases our knowledge of how human speech can be optimally 
adjusted to the specific situation, and it contributes to learning about the limits of human 
communicative capacity. Public speech offers a possibility to study speech that can be seen as 
extreme in this respect. In politics and elsewhere when burning issues are at stake and where 
often seriously committed individuals are involved, a rich expressive repertoire is made use 
of. In this domain, prosody has a major role.  

2 Background 
Common to textbooks in rhetoric is their focus on those aspects which do not concern the 
manner of speaking, although it is included in the concept of “rhetoric”. The emphasis is 
rather on argumentation and planning of the speech act, the rhetoric process, as well as the 
linguistic form; correctness, refinement, and clarity are demanded. The descriptions of how to 
speak are considerably less detailed and very often even vague. The recommendations of 
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today are mostly similar to those given two thousand years ago; the voice of a skilled speaker 
should be “smooth”, “flexible”, “firm”, “soft”, “clear” and “clean” (Johannesson, 1990/1998, 
citing Quintilianus’ (ca AD 35-96) “Institutes of Oratory”).  

As far as phonetically based investigations are concerned, Touati (1991) analyzed tonal and 
temporal characteristics in the speech of French politicians. The analyses were undertaken 
with a background in earlier studies of political rhetoric and, in addition, other types of speech 
in public media in Sweden, see Bruce & Touati (1992). Other studies of public speech based 
on Swedish include Strangert (1991; 1993) both dealing with professional news reading. A 
study by Horne et al. (1995) concerned pausing and final lengthening in broadcasts on 
stockmarket reports on Swedish Radio.  

Analyses of interview speech made within the “Boundaries and groupings” project also 
have relevance here. The purpose in this case was not to study public speech per se. However, 
the results, in particular as concerns fluency and pausing (see e.g. Heldner & Megyesi, 2003; 
Strangert 2004; Strangert & Carlson, 2006), may be assumed to reflect the fact that the speech 
was produced by a very experienced speaker. A recent study with focus on “the skilled 
professional speaker” (Strangert 2005) approaches problems sketched for the current project. 

Braga & Marques (2004) focused on how prosodic features contribute to the listeners’ 
attention and interpretation of the message in political debate. The conception of a speaker as 
“convincing”, “powerful” and “dedicated”, is assumed to be reflected in (combinations of) 
prosodic features, or “maximes”. The study builds on the idea put forward by Gussenhoven 
(2002) and developed further by Hirschberg (2002) of universal codes for how prosodic 
information is produced by the speaker and perceived by the listener. Wichmann (2002) and 
Mozziconacci (2002) belong to those dealing with the relations between prosody (f0 features 
in particular) and what can be described as “affective functions”; a comprehensive survey of 
expressive speech research can be found in Mozziconacci (2002).  

Wichmann (2002) makes a distinction between “ways of saying” (properties or states 
relating to the speaker) and “ways of behaving” (the speaker’s attitude to the listener). “Ways 
of saying” includes first, how the speaker uses prosody in itself – stress and emphasis, tonal 
features, speech rate, pausing etc. – and second, the emotional coloring of speech (e.g. 
“happy”, “sad”, “angry”) as well as states such as “excited”, “powerful” etc. Examples of 
“ways of behaving” are attitudes such as “arrogant” and “pleading”. In addition, the speaker 
may use other argumentative and rhetorical means. All these functions of prosody make it a 
complex, nuanced and powerful communicative tool. 

To study the affective functions of prosody, auditive analyses must be combined with 
acoustic measurements (see e.g. Mozziconacci, 2002). Also, listeners’ impressions have to be 
categorized appropriately. A standard procedure is to have listeners judge samples of speech. 
However, human speech very often conveys several states, attitudes and emotions at the same 
time and this without doubt is true for the often quite elaborated speech produced in the public 
domain. This complexity is examined in a study by Liscombe et al. (2003) through the use of 
multiple and continuous scales for rating emotions. In their study, the subjective ratings are 
also combined with acoustic analyses of prosodic features. 

3 Work in progress 
As a first step, we made a survey asking 22 students of logopedics at Umeå University what 
kind of qualities they looked upon as important for a person regarded as a “good speaker”. 
The students wrote down as many characteristics (in Swedish) as they could, guided only by 
the definition of a good speaker as “A person who easily attracts listeners’ attention through 
her/his way of speaking.”  

7 characteristics were given on average, with a range between 4 and 11. In addition to 
personality/emotional and attitudinal/interaction features, the labels given also reflected 
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opinions about speech per se (articulation, voice characteristics and prosody), cf. Wichman 
(2002). Thus, even if both the personality and the attitudinal features are transferred to the 
listeners through speech, the subjects did not refrain from having opinions about the speech 
itself. Table 1 shows the distribution of labels after grouping into the three categories. 

With this as a background we will proceed by having subjects judge short passages of 
speech (spontaneous and prepared) for multiple speaker characteristics. These will include not 
only positively valued qualities like those listed here; also other qualities, including more 
negatively colored ones, need to be covered in an effort to characterize speaker behavior. We 
are currently in the process of developing a test environment for this experiment. In this work 
we lean on previous efforts (see Liscombe et al., 2003). Combined with acoustic analyses we 
expect the multiple ratings to give insight into how different acoustic/prosodic features 
contribute to the impression of skilled – and less skilled – speaking behavior. 

Table 1. Characteristics of “a good speaker” grouped into three categories based on 22 
subjects’ written responses (see text). Labels in Swedish with English translations. 

Number of
responses

tydlig artikulation clear articulation 7
god röststyrka, röstläge sufficient volume, voice level 6
icke-monoton röst non-monotonous voice 4
variation i röststyrka, röstläge variation of volume, voice level 3
rätt betoning, fokusering adequate prominence and focus 2
väl avvägd pausering well-adjusted pausing 2
bra taltempo, ej för snabbt well-adjusted tempo, not too fast 2
varierat taltempo varied speech tempo 1
talflyt fluency 1
varierad prosodi, uttrycksfullhet varied prosody, expressiveness 3
Personality features
inlevelse, entusiasm, engagemanginvolvement, enthusiasm, commitment 16
humor, lättsamhet sense of humour 12
karisma, utstrålning charisma, appeal 6
lugn, avslappnad stil calm, relaxed style of speaking 5
personlighet personality, individuality 4
positivt inställning positive attitude 3
ödmjukhet, självinsikt sense of humility 2
tydlighet distinctness, authority 2
självförtroende self-confidence 1
övertygelse conviction 1
Interaction features
förmåga att knyta an till lyssnarna ability to relate to audience 8
nivåanpassning relativt  lyssnarna choosing the right communicative level 6
lyhördhet sensitivity 3
vilja till interaktion ability to interact with audience 3
utan överlägsenhet respectful, non-arrogant style 2

Speech features

Speaker characteristics
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As the project in addition aims to characterize also other aspects of public speaking, a variety 
of representative speech samples will be collected. In analyses of this material, fluency, 
pausing, prominence, emphasis and voice characteristics will be central. Among the questions 
we seek answers to are: What types of strategies are used for holding the floor? How does 
speech perceived as fluent and disfluent respectively differ acoustically? How are prominence 
and emphasis used in speech in media? What are the prosodic characteristics of agitation? 
Answers to these questions, we believe, will add to our understanding of human 
communicative capability and will also be useful in modeling speaking style variation. 
Knowledge gained within the project may further be expected to be practically applicable. 
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